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Introducing the latest update to our exceptional book downloading app! Designed exclusively for Android users, our app provides a seamless experience for accessing a wide range of free and authorized books from trusted stores.

With our groundbreaking update, we've introduced several exciting features that will revolutionize your reading experience. Now, you can effortlessly search for books by their titles, making it easier than ever to discover your favorite reads. Moreover, our app grants you direct access to an extensive online library, constantly updated with new books every second, ensuring a vast selection to suit your preferences.

Immerse yourself in the world of literature by downloading our app today! PDF Guru Downloader is a sophisticated tool that simplifies file downloads from the web using its built-in browser. You can conveniently save books for offline reading, even in areas without an internet connection. The app's sleek design is complemented by an array of impressive features, enriching your reading journey.

Key Features:

Seamlessly search for books based on their titles in our cloud library, offering a vast collection of literary works.
Enjoy an intuitive interface that guarantees hassle-free downloads, providing a smooth and efficient user experience.
Simply copy the PDF link, and our app will smartly detect and initiate the download process, saving you time and effort.
Effortlessly explore the internet and download books directly through the integrated browser, making the process seamless.
With no limits on downloads, you can build an extensive library of your favorite books without restrictions.
Efficiently download multiple files simultaneously, optimizing your time and enabling you to expand your collection effortlessly.
Benefit from the built-in reader, allowing for a comfortable and immersive reading experience within the app.
Easily mark your favorite books, providing quick access to your preferred reads and enhancing your overall reading pleasure.
Utilize the convenient bookmark feature to effortlessly resume reading from where you left off, without losing your place.
Take advantage of the app's resume/pause feature, displaying download speed and file size, ensuring full control over your downloads.
Also play and listen to your favorite podcast in the app
Enjoy the convenience of reading offline, as the app securely stores downloaded books within its local storage.
And the best part? We are thrilled to offer this feature-rich app completely free of charge! Don't miss out on this incredible opportunity to enhance your reading experience. Download our app now and unlock a world of literary treasures at your fingertips.
Updated on
Mar 26, 2022
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesApp info and performance
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December 9, 2019
Amazing App. Make me read much more. But some books not even open. With no fault message. Or open with other name !? Keep going by adding more and more.
51 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




LynxMob
April 4, 2020

Thank you for downloading our app. 
the wrong names issue because some users add books with fake name, and the not open book issue because of broken link in app, we are working on both issues

We'd love to help you with this issue. Please write to us at info@lynxmob.com so that we can help you better.
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November 23, 2021
Such an amazing reading app tons of books it even cotains the latest books but it's annoying not to be able to search for the author
15 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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November 11, 2023
There are books I couldn't find in another apps I love this app because it's easy to use
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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